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Abstract
We present a toy model approach to the canonical non-perturbative
quantization of the spatially-at Robertson-Walker Universes with
cosmological constant, based on the fact that such models are exactly
solvable within the framework of a simple Lagrangian formulation.
The essential quantum dynamical metric-eld and the corresponding
Hamiltonian, explicitly derived in terms of annihilation and creation
operators, point out that the Wheeler - DeWitt equation is a natu-
ral (quantum) generalization of the G
44
- Einstein equation for the
classical De Sitter spacetime and selects the physical states of the
quantum De Sitter Universe. As a result of the exponential univer-
sal expansion, the usual Fock states (dened as the eigenstates of the
number-operator) are no longer invariant under the derived Hamil-
tonian. They exhibit quantum uctuation of the energy and of the
metric eld which lead to a (geometrical) volume quantization.
1 General
The basic idea of this paper is to look for one of the most simple, but phys-
ically interesting, spacetime structures with a minimum number of essential
dynamical variables, to write down the action functional for the gravitational
eld in terms of these variables and choosing the Lagrangian whose Euler-
Lagrange equations have to be compatible with the Einstein's equations for
that spacetime, to perform a canonical non-perturbative quantization. Is
almost obvious that such a spacetime might be the well known Friedmann-
Robertson-Walker Universe with cosmological constant and at t - leveled










































, since the dual tetrads !

are entirely dened by f(t) and the





















are completely dened by the Hubble's function f;
4
. Due to the general
simplicity of the analysed system there is no need to engage in full the \3
+ 1 decomposition" - formalism of quantization [1, 2, 3] because the metric

































x dt ; 
0
= 8G (6)
for the action functional of the gravitational eld in the spatially at FRW
Universe with the cosmological constant . Before proceeding to quanti-
zation it is worthy to have a good image of the classical dynamics of the
system as it is described by Einstein's equations. Sure, at this level (classi-
cally) nothing is new but when the quantization is engaged it will turn out
that the G
44
- Einstein equation not only heavily lies on the Hamiltonian
associated to the Lagrangian derived from (6) but also directly expresses the
well known Wheeler-DeWitt equation [4]
^
H j  i = 0 (7)
obeyed by the physical states j  i .
2 Geometry and Exact Solutions
The algebraically essential components of the Einstein tensor G
ab
with re-
spect to the dual pseudo-orthonormal basis (2) can be worked out as usual,

































































































































 = 0 (15)
(in the empty spacetime case) reduce to the following overdetermined system














which are known respectively as the \cosmological pressure" - equation and





and this assures the compatibility of (16), the \cosmological pressure" - equa-
tion being actually the same with (16.b). Therefore, classically, the dynamics
3
of the spatially at FRW Universe with cosmological constant and no (or-
dinary) matter-content is entirely encoded in the \energy" - equation (16.b)


















































and these two \disjoint" cosmological vacuum-type exact solutions of Ein-
stein's eld equations are (very well) known as describing the so called \red-
shifted" and \blue-shifted" De Sitter Universes (respectively) [5]. Both of
them are possesing a 10-dimensional group of motion (the De Sitter group)
with a globally dened timelike Killing vector, which is a very important
feature for dening an universal cosmic time, fulling this way the Perfect
Cosmological Principle [6], and moreover the \red-shifted" one contains also
an event horizon [5, 7]. At the present observational level it can easily be








t ; t 2 ( 1; 1) (20)
is the only physically signicant solution of the \energy" - equation (16.b).
For what it follows a short comment on the exact dynamical role of each of
the eld equations (16) is welcome. This regards the question \what it would
be if the Universe were driven only by the \cosmological pressure" - equation
? " Mathematically the answer can be given immediately since, performing
in (16.a) the transformation
f =  lnu;  2 R (21)




























u = 0: (23)



















































and it represents a 2 - parameter family of spatially at FRWUniverses driven
by the \cosmological pressure" alone. Physically, the result (25) combined
with the \energy" - equation (16.b) points out two important features:
1. for t! 1 the scale function behaves as f

i.e. in the \very distant"
past the 2 - parameter family was degenerated in a \blue-shifted" De
Sitter Universe and will be degenerated again, this time in a \red -






the pressure driven FRW - Universes \have started" and \end" as De
Sitter spacetimes.
2. The general solution (25) of (16.a) naturally contains the De Sitter
solutions (18) of (16.b) for u
0
 




putting it in other words, the dynamics encoded in the \cosmological
pressure" - equation is more general than that controled by the \en-
ergy" - equation but it might fail to be a physical one since (in general)
it violates the energy-spacetime geometry balance stated by (16.b).
Generalizing this comment to the case when somehow the quantization
has been engaged it becomes clear that working with a eld operator related
to f by a suitable construction, one might solve the quantum analogous of the
\cosmological pressure" - equation, expresses the Hamiltonian with respect
to the derived solution for the eld operator and imposing at the end the
quantum version of the \energy" - equation as a constraint on the formally
possible states of the system associated to its quantum dynamics. That's
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exactly what we are going to do in the followings. Therefore, let's come back
to the action functional (6) and perform a partial integration of the term
containing the second derivative of the metric function f in order to get a















































Considering the spatial integration performed over an arbitrary spacelike







































is the Lagrangian of the spatially at FRW Universe characterized by the



























and is quite obvious that the \energy" - equation (16.b) gets the physically
meaningfull expression
H[f ] = 0
that represents the constraint imposed on the general solution of the Euler-
Lagrange equation (16.a) in order to be a physically acceptable one from a
classical viewpoint.
3 Quantizing the Model
3.1 Standard Procedures






























which, except the sign of the rst term, is practically the same with the La-
grangian density of a real scalar eld of mass (3=4)
1=2
. This leads straighe-
forwardly to the non-perturbative canonical quantization of the eld  since,








as its canonically conjugated momentum-operator, it is natural to impose
the Bohr-Heisenberg commutation relation
[; ] =  i: (32)
With (30) and(31), the associated Hamiltonian reads





















 = 0 (35)










where, in order to do not violate at the classical level the reality of  , the
operators a

















































Inspired by (37), (38) and their analogous formulas for the case of the quan-
tum harmonic oscillator, let us express the operators a

as a linear combi-

















































sin( ) = 1; with the constraint   2
[
n





] = 1 (41)
and it can be considered as the commutator between the annihilation and
creation operators C; C
+
respectively, which act on a Fock-state of n - quanta
according to the formulas
C j ni =
p










n+ 1 j n+ 1i ; hn j C =
p
n+ 1hn+ 1 j
with




In terms of C; C
+






















which leads by the natural condition
h0 j H[] j 0i = 0; (44)
using (42), to the equation
cos(  ) = 0 (45)
having, because of the constraint mentioned in (40), the solution
   = (4k + 1)

2
; k = 0; 1; 2; ::: (46)
Thus,















b)  =  +

2













































With respect to the orthonormal basis fj ni; n = 0; 1; 2; :::g formed by
the Fock-states of n - quanta, the Hamiltonian (49) is an innite-dimensional






















































As it can be easily seen, because of the Hermitian character of (50), the
phase  doesn't aect the eigenvalues  (obtained from (51)) and so it can
be xed arbitrarily. As an example, in the case of a 9-th order truncation
of the Hamiltonian matrix (50), its eigenvalues , obtained by solving the












































































































It can be noticed that the negative - and positive - energy eigenstates of H
appear in pairs, but this is not a problem, in what it concerns the negative
- energy eigenstates, for the physical states j  i have to sasfy the \energy-
geometry" - constraint, i.e. Wheeler-DeWitt equation
H[] j  i = 0 (53)
which, for the analyzed system, is the quantum analogous of the \energy" -
equation (16.b).
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3.2 Some Quantum Properties
Before dealing with (53) in order to compute the physical solution(s) j  i,
it is useful to derive some of the quantum properties \generated" by the
eld operator (36), with the linear decomposition (48), and by the Hamilton
operator (49).





























is clear rst that, as it should be, its mean value in a given Fock-state
of n - quanta is
hn j  j ni  0; 8n = 0; 1; 2; ::: (55)
For the Hermitic operator 
2
































































which means that the mean-deviation of the eld , expressing its quan-
tum uctuation at any given moment t in a state with n - quanta, is











Having a look at (29), which states the classical relation between  and














As V is the Euclidian volume of an (arbitrary) t - leveled compact







x = V e
3f
(59)












pointing out a very interesting volume-quantization at any instant t in
an n - quanta state. Probably the most puzzling feature outlined by
(60) is that in comparison to the classical case when at any instant t,
can be arbitrary large (because of V), in the quantum case the accesible
universal-volume in a state of n - quanta (at the instant t) is nite. As
a consequence, at the Minkowskian epoch t = 0 in the Fock state of 0









which, considering  as a fundamental constant, is expressed only with










 Passing to H[] given by (49) it results, according to (50) also, that its
mean-value in any n - quanta state is zero,
hn j H[] j ni  0; (62)




= hn j H
2


























+ n + 1) (63)
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increasing linearly with n at large values. Therefore the \energy per










being equal with the energy-mean-uctuation in the \no-quanta" -
state, j 0i. This might be an expression of the \time-energy" Heisen-
berg relation because in a continuesly evolving spatially at FRW Uni-
verse (with cosmological constant) the Fock-states fj nig
n=0;1;2;:::
are
no longer invariant under the action of H,






n(n   1) j n  2i   e
 2i
q
(n+ 1)(n+ 2) j n+ 2ig;
(66)
hence the number of \FRW - quanta" is no longer conserved, and so,















By the way, in what it concerns the quanta-number non-conservation, let




and work out the \phenomenological" solution n(t). First, we have
dN
dt














































































































> 0 as a necessary condition for n(t)  0;8t 2 ( 1;1)
the relations (73), (74) point out physically that in the \very distant" past,
t!  1, the Universe was a De Sitter - \blue-shifted" one lled with a very






















As the time passes everything slows down but the phenomenological creation









) the Universe becomes a De Sitter - \red-shifted" one with a






















for compensating the exponential rate  e
2t
of the universal-volume expan-
tion.
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3.3 The Physical Quantum States
Finally, let us come back to the Wheeler-DeWitt equation (53) which, in-



















j  >= 0 (75)












] j  >= 0: (77)









































and transforms into the dierence-equation
q






= 0; n = 2; 3; ::: (81)




of the physical quantum
state(s) of spatially-at FRW-Universe with cosmological constant, . A very
interesting feature of (81) with the necessary and sucient condition (80) (for
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admitting a non-trivial solution) is that there are two fundamental decoupled
states, i.e. orthonormal, j  
+
i; j  
 
i possesing the general forms


















j 4k + 1i
such that \ 
+
" - , \ 
 
" - dierence equations obtained from (81) explicitly
read





























In order not to deal with semi-integer values for k and also in order to
work directly with the \index-structure" of (82) the rescaling 4k ! 4k+2 in































of the states j  
+
i; j  
 
i











































































































In the end, as j  
+
i; j  
 
i given by (82), with (85), (86), are two physical






















)] j  
 
i;
where the T - operation stands for the usual time-ordered product. So, using

























































































































































4 Summary and Discussion
We have noticed that, with respect to the modied coherent metric eld (t),
the spatially-at Robertson-Walker Universe with cosmological constant is an
exactly solvable Hamiltonian system, with the Lagrangian (30) of the \re-
versed oscillator" - type. This feature allows a canonical non-perturbative
quantization under the Wheeler - DeWitt constraint (53), which arises natu-
rally as the quantum analogous of the Einsteinian \energy" - equation (16.b)
and lters the two orthogonal physical states (82) of the (quantum) sys-
tem, exactly as Einstein equation did at the classical level, with the disjoint
\blue" and \red - shifted" De Sitter (exact) solutions. The derived expres-
sion of the eld operator (54) casting the Hamiltonian into the form (43)
leads to the non-conservation of the number of \FRW - quanta", mathemat-
ically viewed as the eigenvalues of the number operator. Therefore, each n
- quanta Fock state is non-trivially evolving, exhibiting energy uctuations
and a nite \universal" - volume quantization, (60), induced by the modied
coherent metric eld uctuations. Spontaneously, at t
0
= t, the eective eld
propagators (90) are real and point out that the large scale innity of the
(modeled) Universe is due to the quantum - geometrical contributions of all
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